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Like any company who has successfully endured a century of existence, Coca- Cola has had to remain
tremendously fluent with their pricing strategy. With this, the process of communication is on a new level, a
dialogue between B2C that will allow companies to listen and respond to the customers' needs. The same can
applied to websites. Academy of Marketing Science, vol. We need to do more to raise the bar of marketing
excellence and get the 4Ps back where they belong. Using personalization to give specific users more relevant
options is a good way to increase the chances people will respond to the content. Her national consumption
data are an unobtrusive measure of national cultures. Therefore Coca-Cola has made allowances for that by
providing many sizes. Product, place, promotion and price. Matt Barwell, Britvic She adds that while the
fundamental principles of marketing have not necessarily changed, the way that marketers perform their jobs
has altered drastically as a result of technological change. No doubt it has gone through the ups and downs of
business to reach that position. Coca Cola text was reduced to a smaller font at the top stating share a coca
cola with one of the chosen names. As you can see the marketing mix in the digital era is changing our
business models. Furthermore, customers have acknowledged more about their role, power and influence they
can have over the companies within this area. They should also focus the old people. These typically include
plans for evacuations and cleanup, policies for public relations, and strategies to protect the company from
legal action. The company's products are available in cans and bottles in supermarkets and other retail stores
around the world. The new model based on Validity means plan big, think in detail. Pepsi increased its TV ad
budget by 30 percent in when it fell behind Diet Coke. Kotler and Keller state that consumer buying behavior
is the study of the ways of buying and disposing of goods, services, ideas or experiences by the individuals,
groups and organizations in order to satisfy their needs and wants. The model based on Communication is all
about interaction, dialogues. This traditional model was founded on the belief that marketer has the whole
control of the information flow from the company through the media, to the consumers. Consumer behavior
focuses on how individuals make decisions to spend their available resources time, money, effort on
consumption-related items that includes what they buy, why they buy, when they buy it, where they buy it,
how often they buy it, how often they use it, how they evaluate it after the purchase and the impact of such
evaluations on future purchases, and how they dispose of it. Marketing Week was drawn to reconsider the 4Ps
recently when analysing the impact of post-Brexit inflationary pressures in the UK and the role that marketers
should play in setting prices. The four P's of marketing are the key to strategic initiatives undertaken by a
marketing manager. A study conducted by Rafiq and Ahmed implied on the high level of dissatisfaction with
the 4Ps paradigm. None of the four P's is more important than the others. Harvard Business Press, Boston
www. The integrated marketing technique using several avenues created a Jackson-Pollock effect that
successfully splattered the campaign on every available surface. A coke bottle with your name on it is likely to
be something you want to show others Inexpensive personalisation tool for consumers i. Role of Marketing
Manager A mature, intelligent and innovative marketing manager needs to be at the helm of the marketing
mix. Promotion and price ensure we compete effectively. Dominici, G. Hofmann, D. The ease and
convenience of getting to the product is important to customer loyalty. Going to the physical store is
secondary, customers will go if we offer them something different besides going shopping. Lauterborn put
forward his customer centric four Cs classification in  The 4P affect so much a customer towards making a
choice of buying or not buying the product. The company, founded in , is conscious that it is operating in a
relatively new industry and wants to evolve and adapt as the market does.


